
 

 

MEMO: To All Bryston Customers 
SUBJECT: Bryston Model T’s – A Little Magic 

 
 
   
As I've indicated in other threads, at the end of August, after 
hearing the new Model T's once again, I decided to go ahead 
and bite the bullet and order a new pair, to replace my Tannoy 
Turnberrys. I had seriously been considering upgrading to the 
Tannoy Kensington's but, I simply could not ignore how I kept 
reacting to the Modet T's. 
 
I first heard the Model T's when James Tanner had them for 
their inaugural debut at TAVES in Toronto. These speakers 
were the revelation of the audio show and I think many, very 
many audiophiles and audio gurus were shocked by the sonic 

qualities of these speakers. I know I couldn't stop talking about them. If the reviews that 
keep surfacing on a regular frequency are any testament, then these speakers are at 
least worthy of a proper audition, by any audiophile.  
 
I brought them home over the weekend and had them all unpackaged and hooked up by 
late Saturday afternoon. After somewhat placing them where I wanted them to be, I 
turned the juice on and waited to see if I would as astonished as I had been the previous 
times I have listened to these speakers. Out of box, they provide the kind of music 
sensation you'd expect of much much, MUCH more expensive speakers. It only takes a 
matter of moments before you are tapping your foot to the beat of the music, while you 
stare in disbelief, shake your head in puzzlement trying to figure why they are as good 
as they are.  
 
It has been stated many many times already that these speakers are phenomenal as 
creating a presentation of the musical stage that is simply uncanny. Up, down, left, right 
and front to back, you can see, feel the stage. The sound is good, very good, but it's the 
imagery and dynamics that simply stumps you. Then the clarity, the tonality seem to 
make the stage come alive.  You do get the sensation of being 'there'.  And.. all from 
redbook CDs.  
 



 

 

Now, to be fair, these are not gorgeous or sumptuous speakers, like Sonus Faber 
Stradivarius speakers are, for example. While aesthetics is in the eye of the beholder, 
the Model Ts, while not austere either, are pretty simple and straigthfoward in looks. 
They look like what a pair of high column speakers ought to look like - about 5' high, 14' 
across with an array of 6 to 8 drivers. Perhaps, it might be more precise to say they look 
'common'.. there is little that is unique about them. They are very solid and quite 
massive at 105lbs each. The finish is very nice, especially in the Rosewood veneer, and 
strangely enough I think they actually look better with the screens in place, giving a 
fully black front, that in my case seems to blend well with my set - up. Setting these 
speakers on a set of outriggers does add to their overall look, in a good way. They came 
well packaged and draped in a black cloth bag which I think was a nice bonus. The 
speaker terminals are at the base of the speaker, which means you don't have to worry 
about speaker cables hanging down the speaker, or having to buy slightly longer 
cables. Perhaps these are small points, but in the end, they matter.  
 
The real question is do they sound as good? Are they possibly better? I cannot say for 
sure. That is beyond my level of expertise. But, I will say this. I have heard SF before 
and loved them... however, the SF, did not captivate me, stump me, the way the Model 
T's did, and still do. In my audio life, so to speak, I have owned, Tannoys (Cheviots, 
Turnberrys), ProAcs (Response 1.5 and D38) and now Bryston Model T's. Even my wife 
mentions how strong my reaction has been to the Model T's.. and I quote.. "I've never 
seen you get this excited over any piece of audio gear"... I'll say it this way.. Imagine 
being able to go to a live concert, but without having to endure all the distractions that 
occur in a live setting.. that is what I think these speakers do.. better than anything I 
have heard.....  
 
If you are considering a new pair of speakers and have a budget of over 10K, 20K, 30K.. 
40K... then ADD these speakers to your list and don't be surprised if you find that all of a 
sudden you have a lot of extra bills to spend on other toys.. I was also a little nervous 
about how they would match up with McIntosh electronics... okay, that is something I 
should have not have been concerned about. I would even dare say that the 
combination is quite spectacular.  
 
I do not know what magic James Tanner and the rest of his buddies at Bryston did to 
produce a speaker, that, in my humble opinion, is going to send shockwaves throughout 
the audio industry. They certainly have sent shockwaves through my audio soul... and 
that is really all that matters.  
 
Rock Hau  
 
MAIN: Electronics:McIntosh: C2200FG, MC501's, MCD500, SonoS Connect, Chang Lightspeed Cables: 
Wireworld - XLR Silver Eclipse 5.2 Interconnects: Speaker Cable 6.0 Silver Eclipse. Nordost - Vishnu Power 
Cables. Speakers: Bryston Model T (Passive) 


